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Summary

Simple expressions are obtained for the temperatures
of one or more metal shields surrounding simple surfaces
maintained at a uniform temperature. The approximations
involved render the results invDlid if the Lowest metal
temperature is less than 90°0•

. '1) Introduction

In this report the thermDl protection offered by uiet al, shields
enclosing hot sur-f'aoe s such as furnace exteriors or flue pij,:les is
considered. By making two approximations it has been possible to
derive. simple expressions relating the temperature of the shield or
shie:L'" t'2 ':.he temperature of the heated surface in the cases of plane,
cylir.(tr-~.(.;·j). azd spher-Lcal. surfaces.

2.1.) trc.nsfer of heat

The transfer of hcat betvzeeri Dl1.)' trio consecutive surfaces is
aasumed to be ;.ourely by radiation. 'rhe relutive importance of radilltive
und convective trcnsfers is considered in Appendix 1.

2.2.) Oooling at externDl shield

The ,expression for the cooling to the atmosphere by convection
and ro.diation frQ11 the exter-nal, shield is tuken as <r T'+- vlhere <r is
.Stef~1's const~t and T is 'in'degrees Kelvin (absolute). In' Appendix 2
it is sho,~ that this c~proxim~tion, which neglects the effect of

"convection and the opposite effect of rc,diative worming by the
atmosphere, ensures thc.t the results obtr.incd for the temper-ctur-cs of

, the exter-nrd, shields are maximum vc.Iue s provided thut they are above
"90"0.

3) ~i\.ssumptions

'It is assumed that the emissivity of the metal surfaces Ilpproximat0s
to unity (L, e. is higher than O· 7) r.nd that the air between MY tvlO
consecutive shields is not free to exchange nith the atmosphere.

,'I.) Infinite plane meta.l shields

Figure 1 represents a problem in which an infinite plane surface,
~dintained at a. uniform tempera.ture T1, is succeeded by (n - 1) thin
metul shields, the temperuture of the (n - 1)th shield being reqUired.
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The :1eat transfer per unit area between any two consecutive
surfac~3 n~ll be given Qy the following expressions:-

}I(.(.~· t:r<:11,':\i.~cr, ·p,~r unit area be tween sw-faces (1) and (2) =

Heat trar..s:t'er per unit are 0. II II ( 2) o.nd (3) =

Heat transfer per unit area II u (3) and (4-) =

Heat transfer per unit area II II (n - 1) and (n)

4- 4
O""T1 - q-T2 ~

a-T2
4

-crT3
4j

<rT3
4 - <r'I'44,

)

= 0" ':t+ -..,.T 4-~
n - 1 n

- .
where T1T2 etc. are absolute temperatures.

Adding the expressions and dividing by (n - 1) we have:-

=

Heat transfer per unit arec between two consecutive
(f"'T14- - <rfn4-

n - 1

surfaces

·..... (2)

...... 0) •n - 1

Equating heat fluxes either side of surface n

d"" T1 4 - a-Tn4- 4-
------- =et'l'n

where ~Tn4- is the cooling per unit area to .the atmosphere.

•• •
T1

T =--r-
n n~

·..... (4)

,
I

F~~P!'AI;;:::;i0n (~.) gi,'~s a close approximation to the true temperature
irrespecti,·e :l.r '~he val.ues of n and T1, alwDYs providing thnt the
resultil~ Val~8 of T exceeds 90°c.

n

·......
The temperatures of Lrrtermedautie surf'e.ces ore given by the expression

T = (a + 1)* T =rC D. + 1~ T
n - a n ~ 1· (5 )

,

Ht3at transfer per unit height between surfaces (1 ) and (2) ~l\~It"t'l
Hp.at tre.nsfer II II II II II (2) and (3) ~~\'t.>;crT3~l
Heat transfer n 11 11 n II (3) and (4) ;'l1r{r~tTbl.t.-'r..<T~)(6)

Heat transfer u II II II n (n _. 1) and (n) =;),1i{.....,.~~>;$t~
where T1T2 etc. are absolufe temperatures.
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Adding the expressions and dividing by (n - 1; ;;e neve r-

. .... . (8)

• ..... (7)

two consecutive surfaces

•
\

either side of surface n

trar.sfe~ per unit height between

=~'"~lli2" ~/+ - rnd" Tn4).

(n - 1)

Equating heat fluxes

2lr(r1 (f" T1 4 
n -

'-\ .

"here 21'f'rn I1'Tn
4 is the cooling per unit height to the atmosphere•

••• Tn=(::)~iT1 ...... (9)

Expression (9) aguin gives a close approximation to the true
temperature irrespective of the values of n and T1' alvlD,ys providing that
the resulting value of Tn exceeds 900C.

The temperatures of intermediate surfaces are given by the expression

Tn-a =f.l a + 1) Gr1~.~';r; ..... .(10)t n {n-a/J

6) Q£ncentric spherical shields

~'igure 2 may alternatively be talcen to represent a problem concerning
sph~xical shields.

'1'h3 f~lJ.o~ling, results may then be derived as in paragraph (5).

~
' r12)\'~ rn '

T '" =-z "1n tlrn
...... (11)

...... (12)

J
"

7) EX3Jllples

Temperature readings have been t~cen on a 6 in. metal flue pipe and
an unventilated 8 in. metal shield (1) and the results may be compared
with calculations made firstly by the method outlined and secondly by a
tedious numerical approximation method using a mare accurate formula for
the ,cooling of the shield. Close agreement vlith experlinental results
cannot , however, be expected as the temperature of the pipe varied along
itz length whilst there could be mass transfer of the air from hot to cold
seccd.ons of the enclosure between the shield and the flue pipe. Thus, for
exampLe , in the results shown in Table 1 the measured shield temperatures
fo,'C the values 5000C and 4800C of' the flue pipe temperature appear to be
Lnccmpat.Lhle ,

It will be seen that the results given by the method outlined
approximate quite closely to the predictions by the more accurate method,
being less t han 220C higher for temperatures in the range of 607°C to
255°0.
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~ed:!,ctjons and ex-oerimental results: temperature of an 8 in.
~~~mei;ers;si'.i er~nd a 6" in. unventilated flue pipe

I - ~ -:-,~'_...._.TiT~- ....
II '.

Source of data \ Fl'.le ! Casing temp. T2(OC) Difference
I

temp.

Figure
;

Distance of T
1

(OC) Measured . Calculated Approx. and Approx.
number measurement numerical and

above stove Accurate Approx. methods' measured
numerical method - results,

method

6 870°c ° f:[)7°C' 622°C 15°C 22°0Fig. 1 foot 600 0

It'ig. 6 4 feet 7CXPO 460°0 468°c 488°0 20°c 28°0

It'ig. 6 10 feet 590°0 320°0 383°0 403°0 20°c 83°0

It'ig. 6 20 feet 500°0 270°0 312°C 332°0 20°0 62°0

lt1. • 9 1 foot 1630°0 370°0 413°0 433°0 20°0 63°0
. ~coke)

480°0 285°C 297°0 317°0 20°0 32°0It"'ig. 9 4 feet
(coke)

450°c ° 273°0 293°0 20°0 68°0Fig. 9 10 feet 225 0
. (coke)

430°0 210°0 256°0 ° 0 °Pi • 9 20 feet I 277 0 21 C 67 0fcoke )
I 1I I

9:he epproxamatLcns used in the derivations are such that predicted
values of T = t~c exbcr-naf shield temperature, \7ill exceed the actual
tempera.-ture~ (pr-ovi.ded they are always above 90°C) and \"Iill approximate
closely to predictions made by more accurate methods. Any errors will
therefore not lead to an increase of the hazard wher-e safety limits
concerning combustible materials or burn injuries etc. are being
considered.

}

.' -

Used in conjunction with the relevant graphs in Do previous report
the minimum distances at which certain combustible materials may be
located with respect to the assemblies here considered mny be easily
calculated.

9) ;Fefe:r.ences

1) F.P.E. 32/1950 liThe HectLng of Panels by Plue Pipes ll •

D. I. Lawson, L. L. lt~x and O. T. Vebster.

(1 )

-,

,
•
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10) !1:P.l2.':mdix 10 Heat transfer between trIO surfaces

-.

To r.onfi~ that the principal mode of heat transfer between two
surf'aces is "'y ,:?diation the expressions for transfer by radiation and
by convect Len must be compared. This ./ill be done first for small
values of temperature difference and then for an example where the
temperature difference is large.

10.1) Radiative transfer

.' The expression for radiative transfer (f) per unit area per unit
time between two similar surfaces whose separation is considerably
less than their shortest dliaension is

...... (13).f= err f) + To)4 - T
0

4]

where T is the absolute temperature of the cooler surface,
o

e is the temperature difference. between the surfaces

and rr is Stefan's Constant (1"37 x 10-12 cal/cm2/sec/degree4).
. .

If' e is small compared ,nth the absolute temperature To of the
cooler surface, expansion by the binomial theOrem gives

f = 4 .... T 3e ...... (14)o

The coefficient of heat ~ransfer by radiation for unit temperature
difference is therefore 4erTo .

10.2) Convective transfer

.' Ii; he.~ been assumed that the space between the two surfc.ces is
not op",n to the atmosphere, thus the minimum value of the eir temperature
wi.Ll. b e th'J.t of the cooler surface. The convective heat transfer under
these circums'~;;:;''1Ce8 cermet be greater than the rate at which the hotter
surfece wo~ld lese heat by convection to 0. free atmosphere at the
temperature of the cooler surfQce. The 6xpression for the letter is H e1' 25
(where H =4'7.10-5 cal/cm2/sec;oc1' 25) and for small values of E) this
approximates to H El

10.3) Ratio of radiative al1d convective traIlsfer co-efficients

From the previous paragraphs the ratio of radiative and convective
transfer co-efficients is in excess of 40' T03 • This expression is

()
H .

tabulated see Table 2 for different values of To, the temperature of
the cooler shield.

Table 2. Minimum value of ratio of radiative !lIld convective tre.nsf!:E.
co-efficients

Co-efficie~t of ra~e.tive 4a'To
3

trensfer 4crT (cal/em /se%C) 1--"'-
o H

! .
I
, 'I'emper'ature of cooler

Surface above ombient (170C)

~'-'-------+----------+---l
500°C

4000 c
300

0
C

200°c

1000C

73°C

2'7. 10-3

1'8. 10-3

1'12.10-3

6'45.10-4

3' 24.10-4

2.62.10-4

57

38'5

24

13'5

6'9
5'55
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10,4) ill:gher values of .temperature difference
I

In practice the temperature difference e between any two consecutive
surz'acec might assume much higher values and the fact that the expression
for the maximum value of the convective transfer depends on e 1,25 means
that the relative effect of convection would increase, From Table 2 it
can be seen that this is only of importance for -low values of T

9
, The

lowest val.ue of the ratio of radiative to convective trensfer wJ.ll occur
when the outer shield is at the lowest temperature considered (900C)

and the shield ne areet to it approximately 700C higher (this value
givin§ a heat flow which would maintain an ~xternal shield temperature
of 90 C). Using expressions (13) and H 6 ·25 for radiative and

. convective transfers respectively, the ratio is 2'55.

Thus in a typical problem {he ratio would range between 2'55 and
57, Since the expression H~ ,25 is a maximum value to which the
level of convective transfer could rise it can be neglected in comparison
with the level of radio.tive bz-ansrer ,

11) Appendix 2. Cooling at the external shield

The expression for the cooling per unit area of a black surfo.ce
to an atmosphere is

Q"(~ - T
0
4) + E(T -To) 1,25 ...... (14)

where the term - IT T0
4 represent~ ~he radiation from the ntmosphere

to the surface and the term H(T - To) • 5 represents the convective
coo'l.Lng of the surf'ace to the atmosphere. ~'igures 3 and 4 ere gro.phs of,
q-'J!+ and expression 14 for different tempernture r-ange s, For t emperntures
above 900C (73°C rise above umbient temperature) the curve (f''J!+ alw~s
lies below the curve of the more o.ccurate expression and thus predictions
of the external shield t emper-atur-e using a' T'l" in p'Lace of expression 14
wi:!.l be high, which is appropriate for safety calculations.

The exump13s in Ta~le 1 show that the use of the approximation does
not introduce £. very great error as the approximate results 1\I'e only
15°C to 21 0C highet; than thiS more accur-ate calculo.tions over D. r-ange of
tempernture of 607 C to 256 c.

.~

.-
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